The Art Of Anne Stokes Mystical Gothic
Fantasy Go
Yeah, reviewing a book the art of anne stokes mystical gothic fantasy go could accumulate your close links
listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, skill does not suggest that you
have astonishing points.
Comprehending as with ease as union even more than additional will have enough money each success. nextdoor to, the notice as without difficulty as acuteness of this the art of anne stokes mystical gothic fantasy go can
be taken as with ease as picked to act.

Anne Stokes John Woodward 2019-03-15 Anne Stokes is a hugely popular artist in the field of gothic and
magical fantasy. This long-overdue book showcases Anne's oeuvre in all its glory, accompanied by illuminating
text about Anne and her inspirations, techniques and processes. It features the dark and the gothic, dragons,
unicorns, mermaids and all that is mystical and magical.

Flowerscape Maggie Enterrios 2021-03-23 In this immersive new coloring book, Maggie Enterrios, whose
stunning illustrations inspire on Instagram and beyond, gives readers the opportunity to interact with her
artwork first-hand and connect with their own creativity. Bold florals pop on every page and leave plenty of
room for color, while intricate details keep things interesting. These designs go beyond simple florals, weaving
in animals, shells and other natural elements for lush, unique scenes that provide a sense of discovery. It’s been
proven that adult coloring books are the perfect way to de-stress, and Maggie’s compositions are specifically
designed to delight, engage and provide a haven of relaxation during busy days. Perforated pages and highquality watercolor paper make it easy to display and gift personalized artwork. Maggie’s stylish, imaginative
pen and ink drawings will bring out everyone’s inner artist.
Gothic Art Andrew Martindale 1967
The Magical History of Unicorns Russ Thorne 2017-06-08 Unicorns have appeared in mythological and
religious texts for thousands of years. Often the case of a mistranslation, or mistaken identity, these mystical
creatures have built a legendary history that now revels in the landscapes of modern fantasy fiction, novels
and popular culture in general. This beautiful new book contains a huge range of gorgeous unicorns, painted in
many different styles by modern artists, but all treated with the respect and wonder such a creature deserves.
See the magical forests, and the life-giving rivers of the elven realms, the flowing tresses of the princesses and
white witches who tend the unicorn, see the young and the old, the white and the black unicorns, and submit
to this joyful celebration of a mythology brought to life.
The Magical History of Mermaids Russ Thorne 2018-06-06 A popular phenomenon in the modern era,
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sightings of mermaids have been recorded throughout history, appearing in times of trouble and disaster.
These elusive creatures exist in imaginative literature and have become a source of inspiration for artists. This
delightful history is illustrated primarily by fantasy work from contemporary artists.
Gothic Art Nicola Henderson 2013 Gothic Art is a powerful new illustrated book, packed with inimate portraits
of lonely vampires, winsome witches and stunning eerie visions. With digital and traditional paintings and
photo art, and a fascinating discussion of the gothic, this is a must-have read for anyone interested in the
slightly darker, anarchic side of art.

Steampunk Henry Winchester 2014-01-28 Imagine a world where steam is the main source of power, but the
attitudes are distinctly futuristic - the romance of the past meets the technology of the future. Steampunk is a
subculture on the rise, an exciting mix of adventure and sci fi in a world full of cogs and rivets, goggles and
corsets. Influenced by the worlds created by H.G. Wells and Jules Verne, Steampunk has grown into a
movement encompassing fashion, art, movies, literature and even music. Films such as The League of
Extraordinary Gentlemen catapulted steampunk to the big screen, whilst events have sprung up all over the
world in which fans create magnificent costumes and put steampunk twists on modern devices. As you read
this exciting new book, enjoy a stunning selection of artworks portraying the ecstatic fantasy of steampowered worlds.

Vampires Russ Thorne 2013 The launch of Stephenie Meyer's Twilight books and the blockbuster movies
brought a storm of interest in the gothic to the willing minds of an entire generation of young adults. The lure
of the forbidden, romantic imagination is boldy brought to life in this beautiful new book.

Corcoran Gallery of Art Corcoran Gallery of Art 2011 This authoritative catalogue of the Corcoran Gallery of
Art's renowned collection of pre-1945 American paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public
understanding of one of the finest and most important collections of historic American art in the world.
Composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945.
Dark Fantasy Coloring Book Selina Fenech 2020-11-21 Lose yourself in beautiful darkness and gothic realms
with this dark fantasy collection by bestselling coloring designer, Selina Fenech. You'll love spending hours of
peace and calm bringing these elegantly beautiful, yet dark and creepy artworks to life with color. Leave your
worries behind, grab your favorite pencils and markers, and escape into a world of bold warriors with their
companion animals, vampires, demons, spellcasters and bone collectors. Selina Fenech's coloring titles have
1500+ 5-star Amazon Reviews and sold over 100,000 copies. A favorite among the adult coloring community,
discover the elegant design, inspiring scenes, and sense of magic that make Selina Fenech's books so popular.
Be calm, be content, and awaken your inner magic. Coloring has become famous for its calming power and
benefits for mental and emotional health, in adults and children. Relieve anxiety while you release your inner
artist, and amaze yourself with the masterpieces you can create adding color to these magical designs. 25
unique artworks x 2 copies of every artwork. This book includes an extra copy of each of the 25 images, for a
total of 50 pages to color in, so you can try different colors or mediums, share with a friend, or have a back-up
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in case of an oops so you can have a stress-free experience. Page size is a large 8.5 x 11 inches, 'Letter' size,
approx. 22 x 28 cm. Images on one side only, framed within the page, not full bleed. Parental discretion
advised for younger artists as some designs in this book may contain artistic/concealed nudity or sensual
imagery. Explore the complete 'Fantasy Coloring by Selina' collection to find your next artistic adventure.
You'll find a whole world of magic with 20+ coloring books in fantasy themes from mermaids to fairies,
dragons to unicorns, goddesses to gothic witches, and the totally cute Faedorables books. Selina Fenech has been
a world renown fantasy artist for over fifteen years, and has carefully illustrated these coloring designs with
colorists' needs in mind. Buy Now, and experience peace through the childlike wonder and magic of coloring.
The Witches Tarot Ellen Cannon Reed 1989-03 The Witches Tarot Book By Ellen Cannon Reed 0-87542-668-9
$12.95 U.S. $19.95 Can.320 pp. 5 1/4 x 8Inside this companion guide to "The Witches Tarot" deck are
meditations and methods of working with the Qabalistic Tree of Life that you can use immediately. You''ll
learn the meaning of the mysterious pictures found in the Tart, and learn to use those symbols in your
meditations and magical work. You''ll also find a new way of reading Tarot, and a complete description of "The
Witches Tarot "deck, which is designed to include the Qabalistic symbolism in a way that speaks to Pagans.
This guide includes complete descriptions of each card, as well as each card''s Hebrew letter, astrology, color,
scent, gem and Qabalistic path correspondences. Also included in this book are magnificent illustrations of the
22 Major Arcana by artist Martin Cannon. Ellen Cannon Reed shows how each of the cards are associated with
one of the paths on the Qabalistic Tree of Life. She has gathered data from multiple Qabalistic sources and
combined this research with her own knowledge of Wicca. This is the first book that clearly discusses the
Tarot from both the Qabalistic and the Wiccan points of view.
The Very Short, Entirely True History of Unicorns Sarah Laskow 2019-08-13 From cuddly pool floats to
rainbow-colored toast toppings, unicorns--the darlings of Instagram--have never been more exciting or more
popular. Are unicorns real? Their popularity and enduring role in human culture certainly is. How can you
win a fight against a unicorn? Why do some unicorns have wings? Why are unicorns often pictured with
rainbows? Get answers to these questions and more in this fun look at unicorns throughout history. This fourcolor, fully illustrated book provides everything you always wanted to know about the myths, science, and
history that surround the unicorn, a creature that has grown even more popular in the twenty-first century.
With its stylish design and fresh, captivating illustrations, The Very Short, Entirely True History of Unicorns
will appeal to readers--children and adults alike--who can't get enough of the world's most elusive animal.
The Art of Amy Brown Amy Brown 2010-01 The Art of Amy Brown is the first collection of Amy Brown's
wildly popular art. It was published by Chimera Publishing in 2003. The book is 157 pages of art, with a
commentary by Amy Brown for every piece of artwork. The Art of Amy Brown has an introduction by the
well-known author Charles deLint. There are three editions of this book a paperback, a hardcover, and a special
leather-bound edition limited to 750 copies, which will be signed by Amy Brown and Charles de Lint.
Anne Stokes - Only Love Remains Notebook Flame Tree Studio 2017-04-25 Part of a series of exciting and
luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality production with magnificent fine art, the covers are
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printed on foil in five colours, embossed, then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the
back for receipts and scraps, two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use
and make a dazzling gift. This example features Anne Stokes's Only Love Remains
The Gothic Tarot Compendium Joseph Vargo 2007 An essential key to understanding The Gothic Tarot ¿ the
critically acclaimed and best-selling Tarot deck by artist Joseph Vargo, featuring gargoyles, vampires, ghosts,
and dark angels ¿ this book offers the artist's personal insights concerning the mythological and occult
symbolism hidden within his artwork. The Gothic Tarot Compendium is a comprehensive resource that
contains illustrations of all 78 cards of the Major and Minor Arcana, translates their symbolic meanings, and
provides a detailed explanation of their personal significance, allowing readers to utilize The Gothic Tarot to its
fullest divinatory potential. Includes detailed instructions regarding several traditional and original card layouts
that reinforce the gothic theme of the artwork.
Gothic - Dark Fantasy Coloring Book Selina Fenech 2016-03-23 Lose yourself in the beautiful darkness of
magical women, dragons, witches, and dark angels, as you color in these stunningly detailed gothic fantasy
themed illustrations. This coloring book features 25 detailed dark fantasy and gothic designs by Selina Fenech,
converted from her original paintings, ready to be brought to life with color! BONUS This book includes TWO
full sets of the 25 artworks, for a total of 50 pages to color in. Try different color schemes, share with a family
member, or have a back up in case of a mistake. The paper is a quality white bond, images on one side only for
easy removal and display. Coloring for all ages, these intricate designs are suitable for adults and experienced
colorists.
Anne Stokes Pocket Diary 2022 Flame Tree Studio 2021-08-24 Combining high-quality production with
magnificent fine art, this luxurious week-to-view pocket diary has a foil and embossed cover with magnetic
closure. Featuring on its cover a beautiful design based on Anne Stokes's powerful artwork Soul Mates, this
diary makes a perfect gift or a special treat just for you.
Fantasy 2021-04-13 • Marketing activity is focused on visibility in-store and online • Pre-publication mailings to
special interest media, national and regional magazines, • Major focus on gift, travel, tourist sector • Mailings
and promotion to Museums and galleries and local exhibitions. Fantasy is a step into the exciting and the
unknown, a reflection of dark corners and distant lights, and a celebration of difference in diversity. The
wistful imaginative poetry and short extracts of this new book complement the carefullly crafted gothic art of
this popular modern artist. Anne Stokes has loved the world of fantasy ever since she was a child and her
father read her 'The Hobbit'. She loves to share her visions of fantasy and gothic worlds with other people.
From romantic and magical enchanted lands to the dark underworld, she has created a whole host of dragons,
femmes fatales, vampires, angels, fairies, unicorns and more. This new series of gift books from Flame Tree,
Thoughts to Inspire & Motivate features the inspirational art of female illustrators and artists. Each book is a
celebration of empowerment and diversity, displaying the breadth and complexity of modern life, turning
anxiety into positivity, everyday challenges into universal meditations.
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Anne Stokes: Wheel of the Year (Foiled Journal) Flame Tree Studio 2021-06-15 A FLAME TREE
NOTEBOOK. Beautiful and luxurious the journals combine high-quality production with magnificent art.
Perfect as a gift, and an essential personal choice for writers, notetakers, travellers, students, poets and diarists.
Features a wide range of well-known and modern artists, with new artworks published throughout the year.
BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED. The highly crafted covers are printed on foil paper, embossed then foil stamped,
complemented by the luxury binding and rose red end-papers. The covers are created by our artists and
designers who spend many hours transforming original artwork into gorgeous 3d masterpieces that feel good
in the hand, and look wonderful on a desk or table. PRACTICAL, EASY TO USE. Flame Tree Notebooks
come with practical features too: a pocket at the back for scraps and receipts; two ribbon markers to help keep
track of more than just a to-do list; robust ivory text paper, printed with lines; and when you need to collect
other notes or scraps of paper the magnetic side flap keeps everything neat and tidy. THE ARTIST. Anne
Stokes is a fantasy artist whose passion for the genre began in her childhood after reading J.R.R. Tolkien's The
Hobbit. Her art covers a broad range of themes, from the romantic and magical enchanted Forest, to fearsome
dragons and the dark underworld of gothic vampires. THE FINAL WORD. As William Morris said, Have
nothing in your houses that you do not know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful.
Disney Sweet Dreams, Mickey Nancy Parent 2020-01-14 Join Mickey and his friends as they go stargazing,
have a slumber party, and take a cozy nap in this die-cut Disney classic! Come along with Mickey and his
friends as they look for the perfect place to stargaze, have a slumber party in a giant sleeping fort, and learn
that naptime is the best chore in these three fun-filled, original stories perfect for reading at bedtime. With
beautiful illustrations on every page, this classic Disney storybook is sure to become an instant family favorite!

Dragon Art Graeme Aymer 2009 A survey of contemporary fantasy artwork, specifically of dragons - that
popular of fantasy creatures. It features a 'Masters of Dragon Art' section that includes such favourites as Don
Maitz and Bob Eggleton. It includes a discussion of dragons and fantasy art, alongside a selection of the best
work out there at the moment.
Parting the Veil Nene Thomas 2010-01-25 Parting the Veil is the first book dedicated to the art of Nene Tina
Thomas. There are three editions of this book paperback, a hardcover, and a special leather-bound limited
edition."

Pendulums: For Guidance & Healing Maggie and Nigel Percy 2021-05-11 • Marketing activity is focused on
visibility in-store and online • Pre-publication mailings to special interest media, national and regional
magazines, • Major focus on gift, travel, tourist sector • Mailings and promotion to Museums and galleries and
local exhibitions. The power of pendulums is wondrous. They have been used in dowsing throughout the ages
and remain a useful tool in our modern world. In addition to famously helping to locate water and minerals,
they have a multitude of purposes – from relocating lost items, people or pets or finding love to helping you
make decisions, perform divination or even contact the spirit realm. They can even be employed in diagnosing
medical conditions, healing and rebalancing your energies and chakras. This inspiring new book will take you
through the background and basics of pendulums: first discover the history and methodology of using
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pendulums, how they are used today, why it works, and how to choose your pendulum. Then get started:
‘programme’ your pendulum, focus on your intent and energy, prepare your space and understand the
potential questions and movements that your pendulum will make. Pendulums will then delve further into
how to use pendulums in the different spheres of everyday life: career, life and household decisions;
relationship questions and desires; rebalancing and cleansing the seven chakras; working on your diet and
energy for health; dowsing in the psychic, energy and spiritual dimensions; as well as fortune telling and
looking to the future. Whether you make it or buy it, whether it be metal, wood or crystal, this book will help
you get the most out of this mystical and invaluable object.
Dreams Boris Vallejo 1999 This is a new collection from the best-selling fantasy artist Boris Vallejo. Dreams
presents over 120 full-colour paintings, never before presented together, including a rare selection of Boris''s
private work.'
The Art of Gothic Natasha Scharf 2014-10 Dressed head-to-toe in black, often with extreme make-up, the
gothic look has been a popular once since the 1980s. Gothic art is about more than just album covers and
ephemera; it's about fashion, book jackets, cinematography, computer graphics and fine arts. And its influence
frequently seeps through into mainstream culture.The first ever English language collection of gothic images
available. Features 224 pages of gothic photography and artwork. Contains up to date references that encompass
the modern gothic movement as well as the original movement that came from punk. Gathers imagery from
around the world, including previously unpublished photographs and artwork. Each chapter includes two
special features, including profiles of influential artists or styles. Features articles on the work of well-known
artists such as Anne Sudworth and Roman Dirge as well as graphic design teams Parched Art, Leisure Process
and 23 Envelope.
Heath Robinson Masterpieces of Art Susan Grange 2017-08-17 Illustrator and cartoonist W. Heath Robinson is
renowned for his ingenious, haphazard contraptions. His work is steeped in the humour of calamity and his
name became synonymous for absurd and makeshift devices. This delightful new book is packed with madcap
designs, and the delicate watercolour illustrations which continue to delight us all today.
The Art of Angel Sanctuary: Angel Cage Kaori Yuki 2005-08-09

Edward Hopper Masterpieces Rosalind Ormiston 2012 Learn about one of the most admired artists of modern
times and admire 100 of his best-loved masterpieces.
Unicorns James Huneker 2020-08-01 Reproduction of the original: Unicorns by James Huneker
Anne Stokes: Hidden Depths (Foiled Journal) Flame Tree Studio 2019-05-05 Part of a series of exciting and
luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality production with magnificent fine art, the covers are
printed on foil in five colours, embossed, then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the
back for receipts and scraps, two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use
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and make a dazzling gift. This example features Anne Stokes: Hidden Depths. Anne Stokes is a fantasy artist
whose passion for the genre began in her childhood after reading J.R.R. Tolkien's The Hobbit. Her art covers a
broad range of themes, from romantic and enchanted forests, to fearsome dragons and the dark underworld of
gothic vampires. This work depicts a bewitching siren of the sea, perched atop the bones of mariners she has
lured to an unfortunate end.
Anne Stokes Flame Tree Studio 2019-02-20 Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks.
Combining high-quality production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours,
embossed, then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps, two
bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a dazzling gift. This
example features Anne Stokes: Dragon Mage. Anne Stokes is a fantasy artist whose passion for the genre began
in her childhood after reading J.R.R. Tolkien's The Hobbit. Her art covers a broad range of themes, from
romantic and enchanted forests, to fearsome dragons and the dark underworld of gothic vampires. Here we see
an arresting pair: a bewitching mage and her formidable dragon companion, ready to cast a spell on the viewer.

Auras: Awakening Awareness Vanessa Tucker 2020-11-17 • Marketing activity is focused on visibility in-store
and online • Pre-publication mailings to special interest media, national and regional magazines, • Major focus
on gift, travel, tourist sector • Mailings and promotion to Museums and galleries and local exhibitions. All of us
– even plants, animals, crystals and places – are surrounded by an aura: a three-dimensional elliptical energy
field composed, to varying degrees, of the seven colours of the rainbow, emitted by the seven chakras. And we
all have the innate ability to sense or see this field if we dig deep enough. Our aura reveals the state of our
mood and health and even our personality, and it can be enhanced or depleted by our actions and external
forces. Auras will introduce you to the life-enhancing effect of aura awareness and the benefits of a healthy
aura. In Part One, discover the ‘Anatomy of the Aura’: what an aura does, what a chakra is, the seven layers of
the aura (from the ‘etheric body’ though the ‘astral body’ to the ‘causal body’), the chakra system (from the
‘root’ to the ‘crown’), how energy flows and colour visualization. Part Two is all about ‘Taking Care of Your
Aura’, with guidance and exercises: ways to shift your consciousness, using the four fundamental ‘energy tools’
(Awareness, Intention, Presence and Empathy), how to use a crystal to cleanse your aura, smudging for
purification, how to strengthen your aura, how to protect your aura, how to interpret your aura using your
different senses and understand the meanings of the colours. The clear text, vibrant design and inspirational
imagery of this book will set you on the path to feeling fantastic, having more energy and, most importantly,
personal and spiritual evolution.

Gothic Beauty: An Art Collection by Selina Fenech Mrs Selina Fenech 2012-01-01 Tricksy fairies, witches,
ghosts and beautiful women of the night- a collection of Selina Fenech's dark and gothic themed artworks. 60
page softcover book includes lush, full page reprints of Selina's artworks, plus information and insight into the
creation of each work and sketchbook images.
Tarot of Ceremonial Magick Lon Milo DuQuette 1995-06-01 In this ground-breaking book, Lon Milo DuQuette
explains the symbology of the cards in his Tarot of Ceremonial Magick, a new deck published by Next
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Millennium. The concept is a breakthrough for occultists of all paths. Each card is illustrated with a list of the
Zodiacal, Enochian, Ceremonial, Goetic, Tattvic, and Elemental components. DuQuette explains how the cards
relate to each other and makes immediately accessible the more difficult conceptual connections that Crowley
made so easily. Through DuQuette's wit and decades of practical knowledge of magical practice, students of the
arcane arts can gain a whole new level of understanding of how and why magic works. Illustrated.
Bibliography.
The Stolen Child Tarot Monica Knighton 2012-08-01
Mirage Boris Vallejo 2001 First published in 1997, Mirage took the fantasy world on a whirlwind tour,
introducing us to paintings so bold, so provocative and superb that it became a major success. This astounding
volume showcases alluring paintings of sensuous women and strong men, set against mythical, otherworldly
backgrounds, and contains over 40 color and black and white illustrations, as well as 8 full pages of new, never
before seen or published art work.
Shamanism: Spiritual Growth, Healing, Consciousness Christa Mackinnon 2020-11-17 • Marketing activity is
focused on visibility in-store and online • Pre-publication mailings to special interest media, national and
regional magazines, • Major focus on gift, travel, tourist sector • Mailings and promotion to Museums and
galleries and local exhibitions. Shamanism is a spiritual practice that has persisted since ancient times in
Siberian, Mongolian, Indian, Native American, South American, Australian and other cultures around the
world. Originally shamanism developed from our tribal ancestors’ ways of exploring and working with the
universal forces of the spirit worlds and interacting with them to achieve healing and balance for their
communities and its members, reaching a higher state of consciousness and remarkable spiritual knowledge
and skills in the process. Today, people from any walk of life can choose to follow a shamanic path to open up
their life to natural healing,expansion of consciousness and personal growth. This new book is divided into two
parts: first learn what shamanism is – discover the origins, background, cosmology and practices of historical
shamanism, as well as the forms contemporary shamanism can take, from pure traditional uninterrupted
practices to non-indigenous and urban practitioners and teachers. The world-view of shamanism is explained,
along with how the spirit world is seen as existing in three tiers (lower, upper and middle), all of which have
their own spirit allies (power animals, guides and teachers, and nature spirits), and the four directions of the
wheel of life. Key practices such as the shamanic journey, ceremony and ritual, trance dancing, dreaming,
plant medicines and working with nature energies are also described. Then, in the second part of the book,
you will be introduced to the first steps in your own shamanic path: the basics of how to start; altars and daily
ceremonies; exercises for connecting with your spirit guides, ancestors and nature; and transformative and
healing journeys.
Fantasy Art - Warriors and Heroes Russ Thorne 2014-07-31 'Warriors & Heroes' is a stunning display of
contemporary fantasy art, a complement to its bestselling predecessor, 'Dragon Art'. The 'Masters & Origins'
section discusses influences such as Roy G. Krenkel, the Hildebrandt Brothers and Frazetta, and is then
followed by a large selection of the best of the current crop of fantasy artists.
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Oracle of Shadows and Light Lucy Cavendish 2012-04-17 This charismatic set of forty-five oracle cards and an
in-depth guidebook provides teens with the power to change their lives. Seeking both to empower and
entertain, bestselling Australian author Lucy Cavendish joins forces with world-renowned fantasy artist
Jasmine Becket-Griffith to craft popular oracle cards that specifically address today’s independent teens. Misfits,
mystics, seekers, and wanderers alike will delve into the forty-five beautifully illustrated cards, each with its
own guiding message, from developing your inner strength, intuition, or simply finding happiness with
oneself. Within the wide-eyed wonder of Oracle of Shadows and Light, readers will encounter grumpy fairies,
sassy witches, cheeky ghosts, and brazen beings, all acting as the magickal messengers of mysterious dreams.
Honest, quirky, and haunting, these shadowy-sweet strangelings appear within the in-depth guidebook,
offering with step-by-step instructions for powerful, accurate, healing readings that can shape the seeker’s day,
year, and future.
Gold and Sword Cris Ortega 2018-01-12 Gold & Sword is a selection of the most recent works of digital artist
Cris Ortega. More than forty artworks with genres like fantasy, science fiction, steampunk and gothic are
compiled within this book. Includes some of the most prominent artworks from the now sold out artbook
'Nocturna'. No texts except for a brief introduction in english and spanish. **************************** Gold &
Sword es una selección de los trabajos más recientes de la artista digital Cris Ortega. Más de cuarenta
ilustraciones se reunen en estas páginas, abordando géneros como la fantasía, la ciencia ficción, el steampunk y el
gótico. Incluye una pequeña selección de las imágenes más destacadas del libro 'Nocturna', ya agotado. No
contiene textos excepto por una breve introducción en español e inglés.
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